Symmetry protected topological (SPT) phases are gapped quantum phases which host symmetryprotected gapless edge excitations. On the other hand, the edge states can be gapped by spontaneously breaking symmetry. We show that topological defects on the symmetry-broken edge cannot proliferate due to their fractional statistics. A gapped symmetric boundary, however, can be achieved between an SPT phase and certain fractionalized phases by condensing the bound state of a topological defect and an anyon. We demonstrate this by two examples in two dimensions: an exactly solvable model for the boundary between topological Ising paramagnet and double semion model, and a fermionic example about the quantum spin Hall edge. Such a hybrid structure containing both SPT phase and fractionalized phase generally support ground state degeneracy on torus.
I. INTRODUCTION

Topological insulators
1-3 (TIs) support gapless boundary excitations in spite of a gapped bulk spectrum. The edge states are believed to be stable against any perturbation, as long as certain symmetries are preserved. When symmetries are broken, however, TIs can be continuously tuned into a trivial atomic insulator without phase transitions. Recently it's realized 4 that aside from weakly-interacting electrons, such phases generally exist in interacting bosons and they are dubbed "symmetry protected topological" (SPT) phases.
When symmetries are spontaneously broken, a gap can open up in the edge spectrum of SPT phases. There are always topological defects (kinks) 5 associated with spontaneous symmetry breaking, such as the domain wall excitation in an Ising ferromagnet. Usually by proliferating the defects one can restore symmetry, leading to a gapped symmetric state: e.g. the disordered phase of a transverse Ising model can be achieved by "condensing" the domain walls. Similarly can one achieve a gapped symmetric state on the edge of an SPT phase?
In this work we answer this question constructively, focusing on two spatial dimensions (2+1-D). We show that topological defects (kinks) on the boundary always carry fractional statistics 6 or symmetry quantum numbers, hence their proliferation is either forbidden or breaks symmetry. However, on a boundary between SPT phase and certain fractionalized phase (which hosts anyon excitations 6 ), one can form a bosonic bound state of the kink on SPT side and anyon on fractionalized side. Proliferating this composite object will lead to a gapped symmetric boundary. This can be generalized to any spatial dimensions. Two examples are presented: 1) boundary between bosonic Z 2 -SPT and double semion model, equipped with an exactly solvable model; 2) boundary between quantum spin Hall insulator (QSHI) and a fractionalized QSHI * phase. We show that a hybrid structure containing SPT and fractionalized phases support ground state degeneracy (GSD) on a torus (FIG. 2) .
II. EDGE FIELD THEORY AND "FRACTIONAL" DEFECTS OF SPT PHASES
SPT phases
4 in two spatial dimensions can be described 7 by multi-component Chern-Simons theory [8] [9] [10] with a symmetric unimodular matrix K. In particular, 2+1-D SPT phases host gapless edge excitations, described by chiral bosons {φ i } with the following effective field theory 11 :
where V is a positive-definite real symmetric matrix. Backscattering terms ∼ cos( I l I φ I ) are generally not allowed by symmetry 7, 12 denoted by group G s . A simple example is topological paramagnet protected by Z n symmetry 7, 13 where
Its edge structure is characterized by K = 0 1 1 0 in effective theory (7) , where under Z n symmetry operation the chiral bosons transform as
Here backscattering terms H bs ∼ cos(φ 1,2 − α 1,2 ) are forbidden by the above Z n symmetry. Once symmetry is broken, edge states in (7) can be gapped out by H bs . Spontaneous symmetry breaking on the edge will pin chiral boson fields φ 1,2 at certain classical values. Distinct classical values φ 1.2 correspond to different ways to break discrete Z n symmetry, and there are topological defects − domain walls (or kinks) which spatially separates these different "vacua". Different kinks are classified 5 by homotopy group π 0 (Z n ) = Z n , i.e. there are n distinct types of domain walls, including the trivial one − no domain wall. All stable kinks can be generated by a fundamental domain wall, which in our case G s = Z n can be written in terms of chiral bosons 14 : 
with statistical angle θ Zn|k = 2π k n 2 . Moreover it has fractional mutual statistics with bosonic excitations {e i φ1,2 }:
Its fractional statistics leads to destructive interference in the path integral when domain walls proliferate, therefore suppressing instanton events which create/annihilate domain walls. As a result in Z n -SPT phases, it is impossible to disorder the symmetry-broken edges simply by proliferating solitons. More generally on the boundaries of d + 1-D SPT phases, there are similar obstructions to proliferate symmetry-breaking topological defects 15 .
III. GAPPED SYMMETRIC BOUNDARY BETWEEN A SPT PHASE AND A FRACTIONALIZED PHASE
On the other hand, on the boundary between a SPT phase S and a fractionalized phase F (i.e. intrinsic topological order 16 which supports anyon excitations in the bulk), the bound state of a kink from SPT side and an anyon from fractionalized side can have bosonic statistics. This object in principle can proliferate and gap out all boundary excitations, restoring symmetry G s . Notice that fractionalized phase F should also respect symmetry G s , in other words it is a symmetry enriched topological (SET) phase [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Given a 2+1-D SPT phase S, only certain 2+1-D fractionalized phases can have a gapped symmetric boundary with S. For example edge states of F and S must have the same number of chiral edge modes, i.e. same chiral central charge c − . Meanwhile F must support anyon excitations with the same statistics and symmetry quantum numbers as topological defects (kinks) on the edge of S. We propose the following conjecture, which provides a way to look for fractionalized phase F sharing a gapped symmetric boundary with SPT phase S:
An SPT phase S in any spatial dimensions always possesses a gapped symmetric boundary with a fractionalized (SET) phase F, where F is obtained by gauging 13 an Abelian discrete symmetry in S.
(4)
In the following we give a proof of this conjecture in 2+1-D based on Chern-Simons approach.
An Abelian discrete symmetry group always has the form of a direct product of cyclic groups:
Here we explicitly prove the conjecture for the case of a generic Z n symmetry (cyclic group of order n).
Consider an arbitrary 2+1-D SPT phase S with Z n symmetry.
Since it's an Abelian 2+1-D phase its bulk effective theory is a multi-component Chern-Simons theory
where j µ I are the quasiparticle currents. In the longwavelength limit its edge excitations are described by 7, 11 :
where K is a unimodular matrix and V is a real positivedefinite matrix. Denoting the generator of Z n symmetry by g (g n = e), the edge chiral bosons {φ i } transforms as 7, 20 
First of all, what is the fractionalized (SET) phase F after gauging Z n symmetry? A well-defined way to gauge the symmetry in a lattice model 13 is to couple the local degrees of freedom (which lives on lattice sites and transforms under Z n symmetry) to a dynamical Z n gauge field (which lives on links). In an effective field theory, the effect of gauging a symmetry is captured by deconfining the symmetry twist (or symmetry flux) 13, 20, 22 in the original SPT phase. A symmetry twist has the following property: when a particle carrying symmetry quantum numbers goes around this symmetry twist once, it transforms under a symmetry operation. In the language of gauge field theory (6), particles are integer gauge charges of fields {a I µ }: they are labeled by an integer vector l and represented by operators e i I l I φ I on the edge. Notice that particle e i φ I pick up a phase e i δφ g I under Z n symmetry operation g, therefore symmetry twists are nothing but gauge fluxes in (6) . In a Chern-Simons theory, gauge fluxes are also gauge charges, which becomes transparent in the following equations of motion
As a result, in the fractionalized phase F obtained by gauging Z n symmetry, quasiparticles corresponding to (fractional gauge charge) vector
are new excitations in SET phase F. One can immediately see from (8) that nl g must be an integer vector. Moreover in a Z n -SPT the symmetry transformations (8) form a faithful representation 7 of Z n group, meaning that at least one component of integer vector l g is 1/n. Without loss of generality, we assume that l g p+1 = 1/n where dim K = p + 1. In other words we have
As discussed in Ref. 20 , the fractionalized SET phase F obtained by gauging Z n symmetry is described by ChernSimons theory (6) with matrix
It's easy to see
We label chiral bosons on the edge of SET phase F by {φ I |1 ≤ I ≤ p + 1}. They have the following correspondence with the edge chiral bosons {φ i } in SPT phase S:
Similar relations hold for their symmetry transformations {δφ g I } and {δφ g I }. In SET phase F, mutual statistics between particle l and the new (fractional) particle l g is given by 16 :
Generally δφ g I /2π = p I /q I where (p I , q I ) are two mutually prime integers. It's not hard to check that the following set of backscattering terms between the SPT edge and SET edge gives rise to a gapped symmetric boundary between them:
In the case of gauging a continuous symmetry, the conjecture (4) is not valid anymore. An obvious example is U (1)-SPT in 2+1-D, i.e. bosonic integer quantum Hall effect 7 . The chiral central charge is always c − = 0 for such a U (1)-SPT phase S. After gauging U (1) symmetry, we obtain a fractionalized phase F described by U (1) level-σ xy Chern-Simons term, which has chiral central charge c − = Sgn(σ xy ). Apparently there cannot be a gapped edge between S and F.
IV. EXAMPLES
In this section we'll demonstrate the conjecture (4) in two examples.
A. Topological Ising paramagnet Gs = Z2
The simplest example of 2+1-D bosonic SPT phases is the topological Ising paramagnet 13 with G s = Z 2 symmetry. In its edge effective theory (7), K = 0 1 1 0 and Ising symmetry acts on chiral bosons φ 1,2 as (2) with n = 2, k = 1. The domain wall operatorD Z2|1 in (3) is a semion 32 , with fractional statistics θ = π/2. In order to acquire a gapped symmetric edge, the corresponding fractionalized (SET) phase must support bulk semion excitations and non-chiral edge states. The simplest choice is the double semion state 23 with K = 2 0 0 −2 in (7).
Note that gauging Ising symmetry in Z 2 -SPT leads to 13 nothing but double semion model. On its edge there are two branches of chiral bosons φ s,s , where e i φs creates a semion and e i φs creates an anti-semion. Now the following tunneling terms between the SPT edge (φ 1,2 ) and double semion edge (φ s,s ) (14) can open up a gap on their boundary without breaking Ising symmetry. Here spins in double semion model doesn't transform under Ising symmetry. In contrast, on the "pure" boundary between this Z 2 -SPT phase and the vacuum, there is no way to get rid of gapless excitations without breaking symmetry 4, 13 . In the following we present an exactly solvable model for such a boundary between bosonic Z 2 -SPT 13 and double semion model 23 . Its Hamiltonian consists of commuting local projectors:
On Z 2 -SPT side H BDY guarantees a domain wall from Z 2 -SPT side is always bound to a string from double semion side, while the 2nd term provides kinetic energy which allows this bound state to hop on the boundary. Therefore they can "condense" on the boundary and gap out the edge states without breaking Ising symmetry. The low-energy effective theory for boundary Hamiltonian H BDY is nothing but (14) .
The Ising symmetry in this model is implemented by g = σ x , thus τ spins in double semion model is invariant under Ising spin flip. Now let's consider model (15) on a torus ( see FIG. 2) , where a half of the torus hosts double semion model and the other half hosts Z 2 -SPT phase. Both shared boundaries between Z 2 -SPT and double semion model are gapped by Hamiltonian (16) . However there is a 2-fold ground state degeneracy (GSD) in such a hybrid structure on torus. This can be easily verified by comparing the number of independent stablizers 24 (local commuting projectors in H) and the total number of spins, since there is a global constraint for the local projectors in model (15) on torus:
These two degenerate ground states can be labeled by eigenvalues of string "order parameter"
The closed string S winds around a non-contractible loop of torus once, parallel to the boundary between Z 2 -SPT and double semion model, as illustrated by the horizontal green loop in FIG. 1. It's easy to verify (Ô S ) 2 = 1, hence it has eigenvalues ±1.
A pure double-semion model on torus has 4-fold GSD labeled by two commuting string operators:Ô S and O S = R-legs τ x j . However in the ground states of our model, the 1st term of boundary Hamiltonian (16) fixes the eigenvalue ofÔ S to be 1. Therefore the original 4-fold GSD of double-semion model on torus reduces to 2-fold in the hybrid structure here. The two degenerate ground states can be alternatively labeled by another string operator
where the open oriented line L starts on one boundary (r b is the closet σ spin on its r.h.s.) and ends on the other boundary (r e on its r.h.s.) in FIG. 2 . Notice that open line L crosses the closed string S only once, hence {Ô T ,Ô S } = 0. Both string operators are even under Ising symmetry. This means operatorÔ L tunnels between twoÔ S eigenstates in the ground states' manifold:
As we shrink the SET region in FIG. 2 , the length of line L also decreases and ultimatelyÔ L will become a local operator. In this limit the twoÔ S eigenstates start to mix by local interactions and the system picks up a unique ground state as a superposition of |O s = ±1 states. As a result we go back to the case of pure Z 2 -SPT phase, which has no GSD on torus.
Physically how does string operatorÔ L tunnel between the 2 degenerate ground states? There is a clear picture based on effective theory (14) . Since the bound states of kinks (from Z 2 -SPT) and ends of strings (from double semion model) "condense" on the boundary, it's number doesn't conserve anymore. physical observables will be screened by the condensate. The unscreened anyons must have trivial mutual statistics with the condensate, i.e. they must commute with the arguments of both cosine terms in (14) . It turns out there is only one type of unscreened anyon here:
When such a anyon is created from one boundary, another anyon must be created from the other boundary. The double-semion-model part of this operator (i.e. e i (φs±φs) part) from both boundary can be brought into the bulk of double-semion-model region and annihilated 25 , while the Z 2 -SPT part of operator ψ (i.e. e − i φ1,2 part) are left on both boundaries. Such a process of of creating (on the boundary) and annihilating (in the SET bulk) anyons is precisely realized by string operatorÔ L .
B. Quantum spin Hall insulators Gs
Now let's turn to a more familiar example of SPT phases of electrons: Z 2 quantum spin Hall insulator [26] [27] [28] (QSHI). Its edge theory is (7) with K = 1 0 0 −1 . Let's denote the two branches of chiral bosons as φ R/L , and they transform under U (1) Z T 2 symmetry as
Electrons on the edge are ψ R/L ∼ e i φ R/L . A gap will open up on the edge specrum, by magnetic order
which breaks U (1) charge conservation. Can we restore symmetry and obtain a gapped symmetric edge by proliferating defects of order parametersM and∆? The answer is no. For example, domain wall of magnetic orderD T = exp i (φ R + φ L )/2 is a bosonic object, but it carries unit charge. Therefore proliferating this object will break U (1) charge conservation! Hence we need to play the same trick and consider the boundary between QSHI and a fractionalized SET phase. A convenient choice is the so-called QSHI * phase 29 , obtained by coupling fermions in QSHI to a dynamical Z 2 gauge field 30 . As shown in Appendix A, the effective edge theory of QSHI * is described by (7) with K = 0 2 2 0 .
If we label its edge chiral bosons as φ s/c , they transform under U (1) Z T 2 symmetry as
Therefore e i φc is a charge-1 boson ("chargeon"), with mutual semion statistics with neutral boson e i φs ("spinon" since T 2 = −1). Clearly e − i φc can form a neutral bosonic bound state with domain wallD T , and its condensation will lead to a gapped symmetric edge between QSHI and QSHI * . More precisely the boundary tunneling term is
When we consider the hybrid geometry in FIG. 2 , there is a 2-fold GSD. Remarkably the two degenerate ground states are labeled by different electron number parity on each edge. Here the closed string operator becomeŝ O S = e i C dx ∂xφc(x) = e i C dx ∂xφs(x) .
where the equality is enforced by boundary condition (17) . 
on each edge, move the e i (φc±φs) part to the QSHI * bulk and annihilate them. Notice that in this process an extra electron e i φ R/L is created on each boundary, causing the local change of fermion number parity. In supplemental materials we prove that gauging fermion number parity (Z f 2 ) symmetry in QSHI leads to QSHI * , again confirming our conjecture (4).
V. SUMMARY
In this paper we investigate the question of how to proliferate topological defects (domain walls or kinks) on the symmetry-broken edge of an SPT phase, in order to achieve a gapped symmetric edge. We show that condensing these defects is either forbidden by quantum statistics or breaks symmetry. On the other hand, we can overcome these obstructions by considering a boundary between an SPT phase S and a fractionalized (SET) phase F. We propose a conjecture (4) for how to find such fractionalized phases for a given SPT, which generalizes to all spatial dimensions. Two examples in two spatial dimensions are presented with effective field theory and exactly solvable models. We found that once this hybrid structure is put on a torus as in FIG. 2 , there will be ground state degeneracy accompanying the two gapped symmetric edges between S and F.
Note added Upon completion of this work. we became aware of Ref. 31 , where a different geometry containing both SPT and SET phases are considered. In their situation open string order parameterÔ L only contains operators from SET side on one boundary, therefore it breaks symmetry in a nonlocal way.
